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Dallas MacGregor is living the Hollywood dream. At thirtysomething, she's an award-winning actress
beloved by the public and bound for even bigger success. But when her soon-to-be-ex-husband,
producer Emilio Baird, is caught in a sex scandal, Dallas's charmed life turns tabloid nightmare.
Determined to shield her young son, Cody, from the ugly uproar, Dallas seeks refuge in sleepy St.
Dennis, Maryland-the Chesapeake Bay town where her happiest childhood days were spent.Reunited
with her boisterous great-aunt, Dallas wants nothing more than to leave her Hollywood days behind.
And when she crosses paths with local veterinarian Grant Wyler, her high school summer love, she
finds he's everything she remembers, and more. But Dallas's promising new life takes a troubling
turn when the unimaginable happens and she finds herself living a mother's worst nightmare-and
Emilio storms into St. Dennis to save the day, along with his damaged career. Trapped in the
unwanted glare of the limelight once again, Dallas discovers that it's coolheaded Grant who is
willing to risk everything to protect her and her son, and to secure the future they were always
meant to share.
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Arthunter
This is the story of Dallas, a movie star and Grant, a local, both who grew up in a small Eastern
Shore town,both who had a fling with each other when they were teenagers, and then as divorced
adults reunite in the same small Eastern Shore town.
That's it folks, that's the story, there is nothing else but descriptive passages regarding parades, ice
cream, clothes,boats, houses, shops, no plot, no suspense, nothing , I kept waiting for something anything to happen and nothing did. I wanted anything, an affair, a love hate relationship, a
"maybe" relationship, a stalker, ANYTHING but nothing happened. I was extremely disappointed,
really don't understand the author's reasoning behind this book. To say this is an easy read would
be an understatement . I'm at a lost at the 5 star ratings. Words that come to mind describing this
book would be cheesy, boring, unimaginative. I guess it comes as no surprise when I say to you SKIP
IT, there are too many good books out there.
Saintrius
Lovely story of love passed by and found again. When one is young and full of dreams, it's difficult to
see clearly sometimes.
Foginn
I love to read, but it's rare that I find myself so engaged in a book as I was with this one. Every
character was so vivid, I felt I knew them. And so much fun to know! Quite a few times, I startled my
husband during my before-bed reading by laughing out loud. The setting was so clear in my mind
that I am ready to take a drive over the bay bridge to see if it looks as I imagine! And the story was
just beautifully told and heartwarming. Heartily recommended!
Thorgahuginn
Loved the characters, loved the story, and look forward to reading more titles in this series. This is
book 2, so more to go!
Jorad
I read the entire series and could say the same thing about each one. Great easy read except
keeping all the characters straight. I like books that have colorful small town people with secrets
and this series didn't fail me. I would not pair full price for each book, but got several on book bub
and worth that. I like Stewart as an author and have read other books of hers. She can keep your
attention.
Light out of Fildon
I love the characters and the fact that there are multi story lines . Small town saga- believable with
some drama
Mr_Mix
St, Dennis seems an idyllic town for lovers and second chances. Dallas and Grant along with Berry
and Archer have captured a second chance at love.
Do we always need to learn life lessons the hard way? Does it have to take heartache and loss to
value what we have? This was a well developed and well written book.
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